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Live web v archived web

• We’re all familiar with the live web, and we know how to search 
and browse effectively

• BUT, contrary to the narrative that nothing ever disappears from 
the web, it’s extraordinarily ephemeral

• 2014 study of URLs cited in the Harvard Law Review – 70% no 
longer linked to the originally cited information (Zittrain, Albert & 
Lessig, ‘Perma: scoping and addressing the problem of link and 
reference rot in legal citations’)









Aims of the project

• To highlight the value of web archives for research

• To develop a theoretical and methodological framework for the 
analysis of web archives

• To explore the ethical implications of big data research

• To inform collections development and access arrangements at 
the British Library

• To train researchers in the use of big data



Project outputs

• An enhanced interface providing access to the data at the 
British Library

• An open-access monograph: The Web as History: Using Web 
Archives to Understand the Past and the Present (UCL Press)

• Two short animations explaining web archives to the general 
public

• A series of case studies presenting research using the archive



Researcher case studies I

• The UK Web Archive and Beat literature

• Online reactions to institutional crises: BBC Online and the 
aftermath of Jimmy Savile

• A history of UK companies on the web

• Digital barriers and the accessible web

• Searching for home in the historic web – the blogs of the 
London-French



Researcher case studies II

• Revealing British Euro-scepticism in the UK Web Archive

• Looking for public archaeology in the UK Web Archive

• Do online networks exist for the poetry community?

• Capture, commemoration and the citizen historian

• The online development of the Ministry of Defence and armed 
forces
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